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INTRODUCTION
One is hard pressed to find anyone who will argue that political speech is not at the core of
the First Amendment.1 Virtually all scholars and judges today recognize that campaign finance
regulations infringe on core First Amendment rights.2
Despite this, over the past half-century, the great majority of academic scholarship in the
field has been devoted to explaining why these particular infringements on the First Amendment
are constitutional.3 Academic defenders of the pro-speech view on the question of money and
politics have become few and far between, and too many profess love for the First Amendment
before urging its despoliation, 4 like the husband who ardently professes his fealty before heading
off to meet his mistress.

*

Josiah H. Blackmore II/Shirley M. Nault Professor of Law, Capital University Law School. Thanks to Professor
Joel Gora and the Journal of Law and Policy for inviting me to participate in this symposium, and to symposium
participants for sharing thoughts and ideas. This is a lightly cited and expanded version of the remarks delivered at
the symposium.
1
See e.g. Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 218 (1966); Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265, 272 (1971) (“[I]t
can hardly be doubted that the constitutional guarantee has its fullest and most urgent application precisely to the
conduct of campaigns for political office.”)
2
See e.g. Kyle Anne Gray, “Is Campaign Finance Reform Even a Thing Anymore?” 41 Mont. Law. 11 (May 2016),
noting that even “[t]he dissenters in Citizens United did not disagree with the basic premise of Buckley and
the Citizens United majority that money facilitates speech, and its expenditure is protected from government
regulation absent a compelling government interest.” See also Citizens United v. Federal Elections Commission,
558 U.S. 310 (2010), and Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976). Only one of the 21 justices to sit on the Supreme
Court in the last 40 years has not agreed that the issue should be analyzed under First Amendment doctrine, and that
regulation infringes on First Amendment rights. See Bradley A. Smith, McCutcheon v. Federal Election
Commission: An Unlikely Blockbuster, 9 N.Y.U. J. L. & Lib. 48, 49 fn. 5 (2015).
3
See Martin Shapiro, Corruption, Freedom and Equality in Campaign Financing, 18 Hofstra L. Rev. 385, 393
(1989). Shapiro wrote of the “last twenty years.” I have seen nothing to think anything has changed in the 25-plus
years since. A survey of the Westlaw database for law review articles on campaign finance published in 2015 found
that seventy-five percent (55 of 73) generally supported more regulation, versus 25 percent neutral or opposed to
more regulation.
4
See e.g. Burt Neuborne, “The Supreme Court and Free Speech: Love and a Question," 42 St. Louis U. L. J. 789
(1998).
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The topic of this symposium is “Free Speech Under Fire,” and I have been asked to offer
a few words on the question of money and politics and to place that debate within the broader
context of public attitudes towards free speech. I suggest that proposals to regulate campaign
finance threaten not only the political speech at the core of the First Amendment, but undermine
support for free speech more broadly. Moreover, the academy, by attempting to justify this
regulation of core speech on what is often the most wistful of reasoning, has contributed to a broad
decline in support for free speech generally. The brevity of these remarks necessitate a very
abbreviated analysis, but one that I hope may stir some serious reflection in the academy.
To understand the degree of the threat that campaign finance regulation poses to the First
Amendment, we only need to look at both academic proposals that have been made, and actual
laws that have been enacted. Let us start with the latter.
CAMPAIGN FINANCE REGULATION IN PRACTICE
Modern campaign finance law begins in 1974, when Congress passed amendments to the
Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”) that capped candidate spending at amounts far too low
to educate the public about issues, and for candidates without substantial pre-existing name
recognition to reach the public sufficiently to have a reasonable chance of defeating incumbents
or celebrity candidates. 5
The 1974 FECA Amendments limited candidates in U.S. House races, for example, to
spending just $70,000.6 But in 1974, the average successful challenger to a House incumbent had
spent over $100,000, forty-three percent more than the $70,000 limit imposed by FECA for future

See John Samples, The Fallacy of Campaign Finance Reform 177 (2006) (“[C]ampaign spending has striking
benfits for both electoral competition and, more generally, for democratic values”). For benefits of spending on
voter education and political competition see John J. Coleman, The Distribution of Campaign Spending Benefits
Across Groups, 63 J. Pol. 928 (2001); John J. Coleman and Paul F. Manna, Congressional Spending and the Quality
of Democracy, 62 J. Pol. 771 (2000).
6
See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 55 (1976).
5
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races. The average winning incumbent, however, spent just $51,309, or twenty-seven percent less
than the limit imposed by FECA.7 To update these numbers, $70,000 in 1974 is approximately
$300,000 in 2016. Yet in 2012, challengers who defeated an incumbent spent, on average, over
$2.4 million.8
Additionally, FECA limited citizens’ spending to just $1,000 on all communications
“relative to” a candidate, an amount the Supreme Court recognized was too low to effectively
communicate with the public.9 This limit applied to political-action committees (“PACs”), to
individuals, and to advocacy groups and associations.10 Unions and corporations, including
incorporated non-profit entities—which constitute the vast majority of citizen activists and
educational organizations, from the Sierra Club to the NAACP, the NRA, and Right to Life, as
well as most small, local groups—were prohibited entirely from spending money to voice opinions
“in connection with” an election.11 Another provision limited how much groups could spend or
contribute “for the purpose of influencing” elections without first registering with, and reporting
the names of their members to the government.12

7

These averages are calculated from Norman J. Ornstein, et al., Vital Statistics on Congress, Table 3-3 (2013)
(available at http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Research/Files/Reports/2013/07/vital-statistics-congress-mannornstein/Vital-Statistics-Chapter-3--Campaign-Finance-in-Congressional-Elections.pdf?la=en). Studies by Gary
Jacobson found that higher spending benefitted challengers in the 1972 and 1974 elections, but that the level of
incumbent spending had little effect. Gary C. Jacobson, The Effects of Campaign Spending in Congressional
Elections, 72 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 469 (1978). This strongly suggests that incumbents would have benefitted from
caps on spending in the elections leading up to the passage of the 1974 FECA amendments.
8
Ornstein et al., supra n. 6, Table 3-3. On average, these victorious challengers were still outspent by incumbents,
suggesting the continued vitality of Jacobson’s conclusion that absolute challenger spending, rather than the ratio of
challenger to incumbent spending, is the more important factor in competitive elections. See Jacobson, supra n. __.
9
424 U.S. 1 at 22 (“. . . the Act's $1,000 limitation on independent expenditures ‘relative to a clearly identified
candidate’ precludes most associations from effectively amplifying the voice of their adherents, the original basis for
the recognition of First Amendment protection of the freedom of association.”).
10
Id. at 39.
11
See 52 U.S.C. §30118.
12
424 U.S. at 61-62.
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These provisions, and others, were challenged in Buckley v. Valeo.13 The Buckley plaintiffs
represented a thorough cross-section of American politics, including former liberal Democratic
Senator Eugene McCarthy, conservative Republican Senator James Buckley, the New York Civil
Liberties Union, the American Conservative Union, the Mississippi Republican Party, the
Libertarian Party and others. The ideologically diverse group of plaintiffs arguably demonstrated
that the law was even-handed, not content-based, but it also demonstrated the broad swath it cut
through political participation in American society. In a lengthy per curiam opinion, the Court
struck down the spending provisions described above on First Amendment grounds.14 Had these
provisions not been struck down in Buckley, virtually all political information, including
information on candidate voting records, legislative proposals, and more, today would have to be
filtered through officeholders, politicians, and the institutional press, with voters and the groups
they belong to acting as mere bystanders. Even politicians would have so little to spend as to be
almost entirely at the mercy of the press.
Yet far from being praised, Buckley has been under steady assault almost from the day it
was published,15 and this criticism continues through today. Indeed, the 2016 Democratic Party
national platform called for overruling Buckley as well as the more recent decision in Citizens
United v. Federal Election Commission.16 In 2014, fifty-four U.S. Senators—every then-sitting
Democrat—voted for a Constitutional Amendment to specifically allow for regulation of political

13

424 U.S. 1 (1976).
424 U.S. at 39-58.
15
See Joel M. Gora, The Legacy of Buckley v. Valeo, 2 Elec. L. J. 55, 58 (2003) (“The Court’s landmark Buckley
ruling was condemned in the harshest terms by many academics and commentators; it was almost demonized as a
derelict, a sport, a blemish on the law.”). Buckley was decided on January 30, 1976. By July of 1976, in those precomputerized days, the Yale Law Journal was out in print with an article excoriating the decision. See J. Skelly
Wright, Politics and the Constitution: Is Money Speech?, 85 Yale L. J. 1001 (1976) (calling the Buckley opinion
“dogma,” a “blunderbuss,” “blind[],” and “cynical.” Id. at 1005, 1010, 1020, 1021.
16
2016 Democratic Party Platform, p. 25 (July 21, 2016) (available at https://www.demconvention.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/Democratic-Party-Platform-7.21.16-no-lines.pdf).
14
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spending.17 Had it passed, the Amendment would have undercut any basis for the Court to strike
the spending provisions of the 1974 FECA Amendments. In 2003, a majority-Republican Congress
enacted, and a Republican president signed into law, the “Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act,” often
known simply as “McCain-Feingold” after its lead Senate sponsors.18 Going further than the 1974
FECA Amendments, it prohibited incorporated citizen advocacy groups from even mentioning the
name of a candidate in a broadcast advertisement made within thirty days of a primary or caucus
or sixty days of a general election.19 After initially upholding the constitutionality of this provision
of the McCain-Feingold bill in McConnell v. Federal Election Commission,20 the Supreme Court
fortunately reversed course and substantially narrowed the reach of this provision in Federal
Election Commission v. Wisconsin Right to Life,21 before holding it unconstitutional in Citizens
United v. Federal Election Commission.22

CAMPAIGN FINANCE IN THE ACADEMY
Academic proposals, however, have gone even further than these legal enactments and
proposals. Seventeen years ago, my colleague at this symposium, Richard Hasen, proposed in the
pages of the Texas Law Review that, in order to guarantee greater political equality, newspapers
should be prohibited from using their capital and income to publish editorial endorsements of

17

See Ramsey Cox, Senate GOP blocks constitutional amendment on campaign spending, The Hill, Sep. 11, 2014
(available at http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/senate/217449-senate-republicans-block-constitutionalamendment-on-campaign).
18
P.L. 107-155 (2002).
19
Id. §203. In fact, because many media markets overlap state borders, and states have primaries on different dates,
in presidential races the law banned any broadcast reference to a presidential candidate, including an incumbent, for
200 days or more in many media markets. Bradley A. Smith and Jason Robert Owen, Boundary-Based Restrictions
in Boundless Broadcast Media Markets: McConnell v. FEC’s Underinclusive Overbreadth Analysis, 18 Stan. L. &
Pol’y Rev. 240 (2007).
20
540 U.S. 93 (2003).
21
551 U.S. 449 (2007). In WRTL, the Court limited the reach of this provision to adds “susceptible of no reasonable
interpretation other than as an appeal to vote for or against a specific candidate.” Id. at 470.
22
558 U.S. 310 (2010).
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candidates.23 He was not alone, as other professors, including Owen Fiss, and Edward Foley, have
also specifically called for limiting press freedoms as part of campaign finance reform.24 In his
recent book, Plutocrats United, Professor Hasen has backed off that part of his proposal, but not,
so far as I can tell, for any reason of First Amendment principle. Rather, he has merely decided
that the empirical assumptions on which he relied at the time—that such endorsements were
influential and skewed to the political right—were both incorrect,25 and also that the political cost
of such regulation is simply too high. The political backlash at this time is still too great to justify
what he sees as the benefits of directly limiting the institutional press.26 At the core of the First
Amendment, however, should be the rejection of the idea that the government should decide who
is too influential, or that government power should be used to limit the speech of those deemed to
have too much influence, whether we are talking the institutional press or anybody else. That is
simply not a power we entrust to government. Until recently, it seemed to be understood that that
was what the First Amendment is about.27
The reason Buckley has survived forty years, despite forty years of determined scholarship
criticizing it, is that the case for reform, on close examination, simply is not very good. The idea

23

Richard L. Hasen, Campaign Finance Laws and the Rupert Murdoch Problem, 77 Tex. L. Rev. 1627 (1999)
(Professor Hasen would have allowed newspapers to form, and ask their owners, managers and executives to
contribute to, a PAC, which would then be allowed to buy ad space in owners own newspaper.)
24
Owen Fiss, Free Speech and Social Structure, 71 Iowa L. Rev. 1405 (1986); Edward B. Foley, Equal-Dollarsper-Voter: A Constitutional Principle of Campaign Finance, 94 Colum. L. Rev. 1204, 1252 (1994).
25
See Richard L. Hasen, Plutocrats United: Campaign Money, the Supreme Court, and the Distortion of American
Elections 129-130 and fn. 12-15 (2016).
26
Id. at 126-27.
27
See Buckley, 424 U.S. at 14 (“The First Amendment affords the broadest protection to such political expression in
order ‘to assure (the) unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes desired by
the people,’” quoting Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957)); see also Federal Election Commission v.
Wisconsin Right to Life, 551 U.S. 449, 482 (2007) (“’Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of
speech.’ … Our jurisprudence over the past 216 years has rejected an absolutist interpretation of those words, but
when it comes to drawing difficult lines in the area of pure political speech—between what is protected and what the
Government may ban—it is worth recalling the language we are applying. … [W]e give the benefit of the doubt to
speech, not censorship. The First Amendment's command that ‘Congress shall make no law ... abridging the
freedom of speech’ demands at least that.”)
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that the Constitution allows more regulation than we have now, which is more than we ever had
before the 1970s, and in many particulars (such as federal limits on contributions to state and local
parties)28 more than ever, is not compatible with our historic understanding of the First
Amendment, which is intended “to assure (the) unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing
about of political and social changes desired by the people.” 29
THE CORRUPTION OF “CORRUPTION”
Broadly put, the reasons offered as justifications for limiting campaign spending and
contributions are to a) prevent government corruption and b) promote political equality.30 In
Buckley, the Supreme Court held that the promotion of equality was an insufficiently compelling
government interest to justify limitations on political speech:

31

But the Court also held that

prevention of “corruption,” and its appearance, was a compelling enough reason to justify at least
some restrictions on financing campaign speech. The Court thus upheld some limited mandatory
public disclosure, and limitations on contributions, 32 but not limits on expenditures.33
As a result of the Court’s ruling in Buckley, arguments supporting restrictions on political
speech in the name of equality are non-starters in the courts.34 Thus, scholars seeking to impact
the debate have argued at length over the potentially corrupting effects of campaign
contributions.35 The difficulty for those who favor greater restrictions is that when it discusses
“corruption,” the Court has in mind a narrow definition of quid pro quo exchange: “dollars for

28

See 52 U.S.C. 30116 (a)(1)(D), passed as part of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2003.
Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957). See generally John O. McGinniss, Neutral Principles and Some
Campaign Finance Problems, 57 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 841 (2016).
30
See Robert C. Post, Citizens Divided: Campaign Finance Reform and the Constitution 47 (2014).
31
424 U.S. at 48-49 (“The concept that government may restrict the speech of some elements of our society in order
to enhance the relative voice of others is wholly foreign to the First Amendment.”)
32
Id. at 26.
33
Id. at 45.
34
See Elizabeth Garrett, Justice Marshall’s Jurisprudence on Law and Politics, 52 How. L. J. 655, 671 (2009).
35
See Eugene D. Mazo, The Disappearance of Corruption and the New Path Forward in Campaign Finance, 9
Duke J. Const. L. & Pub. Pol’y 259, 270 (2014).
29
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political favors.”36 But there is not much evidence that campaign spending and contributions cause
that type of corruption.37 For many years, supporters of regulation argued for a broader definition
of “corruption,” and at times made headway, most notably in Austin v. Michigan Chamber of
Commerce, in which Justice Marshall successfully smuggled in the equality rationale under the
guise of “corruption.”38 But such outlier decisions had relatively little effect on the long-term
course of the law,39 and the Roberts Court wisely slammed the door on them.40 Of course, many
Americans believe that campaign spending results in such corruption, in no small part because
large sums have been spent to convince them of that fact.41 Yet despite that, there is even less
evidence that regulation improves public perception of government. So it turns out that regulation
does not even address the “appearance of corruption.”42

McCutcheon v. Federal Election Comm’n, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1441 (2014); See Buckley, 424 U.S. at 26-27 (“To the
extent that large contributions are given to secure a political quid pro quo from current and potential office holders,
the integrity of our system of representative democracy is undermined.”). See also Allen Dickerson, McCutcheon v.
FEC and the Supreme Court’s Pivot Back to Buckley, 2014 Cato Sup. Ct. Rev. 95, 109-117 (2014).
37
See e.g. Adriana S. Cordis and Jeffrey Milyo, Measuring Public Corruption in the United States: Evidence From
Administrative Records of Federal Prosecutions, 18 Pub. Integrity 127 (2016) (finding that most public corruption
crimes involve bribery, embezzlement, and theft, and are committed by low level employees); Stephen
Ansolabehere et al., Why Is There So Little Money in U.S. Politics?, 17 J. Econ. Persp. 105 (2003) (summarizing
results of more than 20 empirical studies on effects of money In politics). The evidence that lobbying skews
legislative results is much more solid than the claim that campaign contributions do, albeit that many lobbyists also
make campaign contributions. See e.g., Frank R. Baumgartner et al., Lobbying and Policy Change (2009). But
lobbying is rarely the target of proposed limits or bans, perhaps because it is more hidden and thus generates less
controversy with the public, or perhaps because reform advocates can’t figure out a way to limit lobbying that
doesn’t even more obviously violate the constitution, since the officeholders do not receive a direct benefit from
lobbying and money doesn’t change hands.
38
494 U.S. 652 (1990). For a detailed description of Marshall’s successful recasting of an egalitarian rationale as the
prevention of “corruption,” see Garrett, supra n. __ at 670-678.
39
Garrett, supra n. __ at 678-79.
40
See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 336-365. See also McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission, 134 S.Ct. 1434,
1441 (2014) (“Any regulation must … target what we have called “quid pro quo ” corruption or its appearance. That
Latin phrase captures the notion of a direct exchange of an official act for money.”)(citations omitted).
41
See Bradley A. Smith, Politics, Money and Corruption: The Story of McConnell v. Federal Election Commission,
in Election Law Stories 313, 329-331 (Joshua A. Douglas and Eugene D. Mazo, eds. 2016).
42
See Jeff Milyo, Do State Campaign Finance Reforms Increase Trust and Confidence in State Government?,
Working paper, Mar. 30, 2016 (available at
http://faculty.missouri.edu/~milyoj/files/CFR%20and%20trust%20in%20state%20government_v8.pdf); Nathaniel
Persily & Kelli Lammie, Perceptions of Corruption and Campaign Finance: When Public Opinion Determines
Constitutional Law, 153 U. Pa. L. Rev. 119 (2004).
36
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Recent years, however, have seen a new effort to redefine “corruption” in sweepingly broad
terms. The Court, in Buckley and its progeny, has defined “corruption” as “quid pro quo.”43 This
has sparked a rather odd academic preoccupation with the possible meanings of “corruption”—the
label the court gave to activity that justified limited restrictions—rather than with the actual
activity that Buckley and its progeny considered a justification for limited restrictions on First
Amendment rights.44 Among the most distinguished scholars to take on this effort in recent years
are Larry Lessig,45 Zephyr Teachout, 46 and Robert Post.47 While a full review of each scholar’s
work, let alone the full body of literature, is beyond the scope of this article, a quick examination
of these three is merited if only to get a flavor for recent approaches aimed at a functional upending
of Buckley and more regulation of political speech.
Teachout, a professor at Fordham University School of Law and a candidate for Governor
of New York in 2014, argues that the Constitution contains an “anti-corruption” principle that
justifies most any act of government power needed to stop what Teachout, and similarly minded
academics, might view as “corruption.” She finds this sweeping principle, overriding the more
obvious First Amendment commandment to “make no law” limiting speech, hidden in some

43

424 U.S. at 26-28; McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1441 (2014); Citizens United v.
Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310, 359 (2010); Federal Election Commission v. Wisconsin Right to Life,
Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 478 (2007); Federal Election Commission v. National Conservative Political Action Committee,
470 U.S. 480, 497-98 (1985); Citizens Against Rent Control v. City of Berkeley, 454 U.S. 290, 297 (1981); cf
McConnell v. Federal Election Commission, 540 U.S. 93, 143 (“Thus, “[i]n speaking of ‘improper influence’ and
‘opportunities for abuse’ in addition to ‘quid pro quo arrangements,’ we [have] recognized a concern not confined to
bribery of public officials, but extending to the broader threat from politicians too compliant with the wishes of large
contributors.”), quoting Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 388 (2000).
44
See Lawrence Lessig, What an Originalist Would Understand Corruption to Mean, 102 Cal. L. Rev. 1, 6-7
(2014); Zephyr Teachout, The Anti-Corruption Principle, 94 Cornell L. Rev. 341 (2009). For a discussion on why
this effort to find an “originalist” principle of “corruption” is misplaced, see Seth Barrett Tillman, Why Professor
Lessig’s “Dependence Corruption” Is Not a Founding-Era Concept, 13 ELECTION L.J. 336 (2014).
45
Lawrence Lessig, Republic, Lost: How Money Corrupts Politics - And A Plan to Stop It (2012); Lessig, supra n.
44.
46
Teachout, supra n. 44); Zephyr Teachout, Corruption in America: From Benjamin Franklin's Snuff Box to
Citizens United (2014). See also Zephyr Teachout, Gifts, Offices, and Corruption, 107 NW. U. L. Rev. Colloquy 30
(2012).
47
Post, supra n. __.
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unlikely corners of the Constitution, in particular the Ineligibility Clause, the Incompatibility
Clause, and the Foreign Emoluments Clause.48 The idea that there exists in these obscure clauses
a sort of free-floating, hitherto undiscovered anti-corruption principle that provides Constitutional
justification for Professor Teachout’s campaign finance policy preferences is interesting, but
ultimately untenable.49 Such obscure clauses in the Constitution simply do not support such
sweeping conclusions when measured against the much plainer, straightforward language of the
First Amendment.50
Robert Post, the Dean at Yale Law School, argues that the focus on “corruption” is “a
constitutional blind alley.”51 His solution is to recast a broad definition of corruption as “electoral
integrity.”52 But what is “electoral integrity?” It is not a “concept that can be applied to the
particular decisions of particular representatives,” but “a system of representation in which the
public trusts that representatives will be attentive to public opinion.”53 “Electoral integrity,”
however, turns out to be a vague concept that, in the end, does not really seem much different than
the traditional rationale that some believe that money in politics is too influential.54 So “electoral

Teachout, The Anti-Corruption Principle supra n. __ at 359 (“Ultimately, three of the biggest protections created
by the Framers were the Ineligibility Clause, the Emoluments Clause, and the Foreign Gifts Clause.”). See U.S.
Const. Art. I, Sec. 6, Cl. 2; Art. I, Sec. 9, Cl. 8.
49
The one scholar who has taken the trouble to thoroughly rebut Teachout’s theory in detail is Seth Barrett Tillman
of Ireland’s Maynooth University. See Seth Barrett Tillman, Citizens United and the Scope of Professor Teachout’s
Anti-Corruption Principle, 107 NW. U. L. Rev. Colloquy 1 (2012); Seth Barrett Tillman, The Original Public
Meaning of the Foreign Emoluments Clause: A Reply to Professor Zephyr Teachout, 107 NW. U. L. Rev. Colloquy
180 (2013). Professor Tillman’s research leaves little doubt that these constitutional clauses cannot support the
weight Professor Teachout places on them.
50
Id. See also McDonnell v. United States, 579 U.S. __ (slip at 22-23, 28, June 27, 2016) (warning that despite
public official’s “distasteful” and “tawdry” behavior, the “breathtaking expansion of public-corruption law” was a
“substantial concern” rendering a corruption prosecution unconstitutional (citation omitted)); for a response to the
claims of Professors Teachout and Lessig that they have identified a unique “originalist” concern, see Seth Barrett
Tillman, Why Professor Lessig’s “Dependence Corruption” Is Not a Founding-Era Concept, 13 ELECTION L.J.
336 (2014).
51
Post, supra n. __ at 58.
52
Id. at 60..
53
Id. at 61.
54
Id at 64 (arguing that in early twentieth-century Montana “electoral integrity” was violated by “massive
expenditures by mining corporations.”) Robert Natelson’s detailed history suggests that Post’s understanding of the
era is incorrect. Robert G. Natelson, Montana’s Supreme Court Relies on Erroneous History in Rejecting Citizens
48
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integrity” winds up being about the effect of money on officeholders, after all.55 This sounds a lot
like what Teachout and Lessig term “corruption.” But whatever “electoral integrity” is, it is not
quid pro quo corruption, but rather an amorphous concept that any speaker, legislator, or judge
might apply to justify a speech restriction—exactly what the First Amendment prevents.56
Harvard Law School’s Professor Lessig, for his part, offers up what he terms “dependence
corruption.”57 This, he recognizes, is quite different from quid pro quo corruption, and indeed does
not actually require individual officeholders to be corrupt in any way. 58 Rather, he sees policy
outcomes being skewed by large expenditures, and that, he argues, makes the institutions
themselves “corrupt.” In other words, legislators respond to the wishes of donors, or, as Lessig
would frame it, they become “dependent” on their political supporters.59 However, this sounds
suspiciously like saying that legislators are grateful to those who help them win an election, and it
is hard to see why that can or should be a justification that trumps the First Amendment right to
free speech. Of course legislators respond to the policy preferences of those who help them get
elected.60 Why would citizens participate in the political process if they did not? Similarly, of
course people who support a campaign, financially or otherwise, seek to sway electoral
outcomes.61 It would be shocking if it were otherwise. To suggest that voters should not be
swayed, or to determine that voters are routinely, and predictably, fooled in such a way that

United, (Center for Competitive Politics 2012) (available at http://www.campaignfreedom.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/2012-06-Natelson-Montanas-Supreme-Court-Relies-on-Erroneous-History.pdf).
55
See Pamela S. Karlan, Citizens Deflected: Electoral Integrity and Political Reform, Post, supra at 141.
56
Bradley A. Smith, Why Should ‘Electoral Integrity’ Exclude Freedom of Speech?, Library of Law & Liberty, Mar.
3, 2015 (available at: http://www.libertylawsite.org/2015/03/03/why-should-electoral-integrity-exclude-freedom-ofspeech/#sthash.BjYdVrPs.dpuf).
57
Lessig, Republic Lost, supra n.__;
58
Lawrence Lessig, 102 Cal. L. Rev., supra n. __ at 6-7.
59
Id. at 4 (“the money election produces a subtle, perhaps camouflaged bending to keep the funders in the money
elections happy.”)
60
See McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1441 (2014).
61
See First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 791 (1978) (“advertising may influence the outcome
of the vote; this would be its purpose.”).
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government can manage the debate so that they are not fooled (or perhaps fooled only to some
appropriate degree) is to give up on the democratic project itself. To the extent we find it disturbing
that there is rent-seeking in government, the Founders looked to limits on government, not limits
on the people, to prevent it. These limits on government, ironically, have been substantially eroded
by other progressive thinkers and politicians.62
Professor Lessig’s “corruption” is a strange type of “corruption,” one in which no one is
corrupt, but political activity makes some political and policy outcomes more likely. Politics and
campaigning, however, are all about making certain political and policy outcomes more likely.
Professor Hasen’s critique, that at root, Professor Lessig’s “dependence corruption” is really an
equality argument, is persuasive.63 After all, money “distorts” legislative outcomes because some
people have more of it than others.
In any case, these efforts to redefine “corruption” as something broader than the quid pro
quo meaning utilized by the Supreme Court all fail to provide a consistent or principled basis for
a judge to decide actual cases, and thus none provides a consistent or serious check on state abuse
of power to squelch dissenting views. If these are all judges have to go on, why bother with a First
Amendment at all, other than to empower judges to periodically insert themselves into the political
process? In short, none of them address the reason that the Court has adopted quid pro quo as the

62

Bradley A. Smith, Hamilton at Wits End: The Lost Discipline of the Spending Clause vs. the False Discipline of
Campaign Finance Reform, 4 Chapman L. Rev. 117, 128-145 (2001); Richard A. Epstein, Property, Speech, and the
Politics of Distrust, in The Bill of Rights in the Modern State 41, 56 (Geoffrey R. Stone et al. eds., 1992).
63
Richard L. Hasen, Fixing Washington, 126 Harv. L. Rev. 550, 572 (2012). See also Austin v. Michigan Chamber
of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652 (1990), and Elizabeth Garrett, New Voices in Politics: Justice Marshall's Jurisprudence
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Constitutional line that must be drawn to protect free speech from an overweening legislature—it
is the only rationale that can be cabined off to prevent the regulation from overrunning the speech
at the core of the First Amendment.
REINVIGORATING THE EQUALITY RATIONALE
Professor Hasen, rather than engage in contortions of coming up with a new definition of
“corruption” that the Supreme Court will correctly reject in any case, 64 attempts to revitalize a
forthright case for the equality rationale in his book Plutocrats United.65 Although arguments for
regulating speech to enhance equality are not new,66 Professor Hasen’s straightforward effort to
reinvigorate the equality argument merits a brief review, even if this short essay is not the place
to explore its contours in depth. Hasen’s work in Plutocrats United is more sensitive to First
Amendment concerns than some of his earlier writings,67 offering much greater recognition of the
First Amendment rights involved.68 But whatever exceptions there might be to the plain language
of the First Amendment prohibition on restrictions on speech,69 such a flowing, nebulous concept
as “equality” doesn’t seem to have been contemplated by the Constitution. Professor Hasen still
fails to come to grips with the fundamental problem of regulating political speech: Why is First
Amendment worded as a restriction on government regulation, rather than a command to enhance

Professor Mazo notes that these efforts to redefine corruption are necessary because of the Court’s Buckley
doctrine, but ultimately have come to constitute an ever more elaborate “distraction” that no longer moves the
discussion forward. Mazo, supra n. __ at 261-262.
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Richard L. Hasen, Plutocrats United: Campaign Money, the Supreme Court, and the Distortion of American
Elections (2016). For another relatively recent effort, see Frank Pasquale, Reclaiming Egalitarianism in the Political
Theory of Campaign Finance Reform, 2008 U. Ill. L. Rev. 599 (2008).
66
See e.g. Foley, supra, ; Fiss, supra.
67
Cf., Richard L. Hasen, Clipping Coupons for Democracy: An Egalitarian/ Public Choice Defense of Campaign
Finance Vouchers, 84 Cal. L. Rev. 1 (1996); Hasen, supra n. 16.
68
Hasen, supra at 21-22..
69
“The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and
causing a panic.” Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919)
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equality, assure enlightened or balanced debate, or guarantee that adequate points of view are
heard?
The First Amendment prohibits congressional action to regulate speech not because the
drafters and the ratifying states were unconcerned about bribery, power, and ethics (on this much,
at least, Professor Teachout is correct), or unconcerned about having a government reliant on the
people (as Professor Lessig points out), or political equality (score one for Professor Hasen). These
concerns should be obvious enough that it is bizarre that law review articles are written about them.
Rather, restricting Congress’s ability to limit speech was determined to be the best means to
address those concerns, at least as balanced against other values and fears.70 The First Amendment
chooses that approach because the drafters and ratifiers were realistic about government power
and its abuse.71 The problem with an equality rationale, or sweeping redefinitions of “corruption,”
is that they are bottomless pits which can justify almost any decision on censorship a politician
wants to make. What judgment limiting campaign speech could an officeholder, or a court granting
the legislature substantial deference, not justify as somehow promoting political equality?72
Equality is indeed an American value, and so presumably was considered when the First
Amendment, with its absolutist language against regulation of speech, was written. The First
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See Richard A. Epstein, Property, Speech, and the Politics of Distrust, in The Bill of Rights in the Modern State
41, 56 (Geoffrey R. Stone et al. eds., 1992); Lillian R. BeVier, Money and Politics: A Perspective on The First
Amendment and Campaign Finance Reform 73 Calif. L. Rev. 1045, 1068-74 (1985).
71 See James Madison, The Papers of James Madison 196-209 (Charles Hobson and Robert Rutland, eds. 1979); See
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(1994); C. Edwin Baker, Human Liberty and Freedom of Speech 194-249 (1989); David A.
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Rev. 1258, 1267-68 (1994); see also Bradley A. Smith, The John Roberts Salvage Company: After McConnell, A
New Court Looks to Repair the Constitution, 68 Ohio St. L. J. 891, 904-909 (2007). Although in this piece I speak
more of a broad corruption analysis, the points are equally if not more applicable to an egalitarian analysis.
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Amendment contains no affirmative power for government to promote the value of equality of
speech and influence. Quite the contrary, it suggests that the value is either best met through a
regime that allows “all channels of communication be open to [the people] during every election,
that [leaves] no point of view be restrained or barred,”73 or that it was determined that other values,
mainly fear of government censorship and tyranny, make it best to keep government out of the
business of policing speech.
Separately from Professor Hasen, and in apparent rebuttal to this rather plain constitutional
language, Justice Stephen Breyer, himself a former law professor, has taken to arguing that the
Court should not presume laws limiting political speech are unconstitutional because “there are
First Amendment interests . . . on both sides.”74 So what? Or perhaps better put, of course there
are interests on both sides. There are constitutional interests and values on both sides of almost
every provision in the Constitution, from requiring Congress to keep a journal of its proceedings75
to repealing prohibition.76 Having a minimum age for President,77 for example, balances mature
judgment in office-holders, versus permitting a full range of options to voters. The point is not
whether there are interests or values lurking around any particular constitutional issue (of course
there are), but how the Constitution chooses to deal with the issue. For age, the Constitution goes
with a minimum of thirty-five;78 for speech, it takes the position that Congress shall pass no law,
not that it shall “pass only laws reasonably calculated to promote democratic accountability,” or
some such standard. Perhaps “no law” does not really mean “no exceptions ever,”79 but surely it
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must at least mean there is a presumption that laws regulating speech are unconstitutional.
Otherwise, the word “no” is left with no meaning.
As part of his egalitarian reform proposals, Professor Hasen has long advocated for a
voucher program,80 and raises this idea again in Plutocrats.81 I will not address here the practical
difficulties of his program—having been on the enforcement side of things, I can say that they are,
in my view, thoroughly insurmountable, which may be why they remain academic rather than
legislative proposals—but instead focus on the limits he proposes to accompany this program. He
would limit expenditures to $25,000 in any race and $500,000 total, though he is amenable to some
other number,82 which makes sense since there appears to be no particular reason for using the
$25,000/$500,000 numbers, other than that they are round numbers. Professor Hasen says that
such limits will not matter because most Americans cannot afford to spend a lot of money
anyway.83 Leave aside, for the moment, that large spenders often represent large numbers of
people—think of the anti-war millionaires who funded Gene McCarthy’s 1968 anti-war campaign
for president,84 or Ross Perot spending his money to make the deficit spending an issue in the 1992
and 1996 campaigns,85 or ice cream mogul Ben Cohen of Ben & Jerry’s flacking for Bernie
Sanders’ socialism86—and leave aside that many potential listeners may want to hear those views,

id. at 52 (“The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre
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delivered by those speakers. We still do not generally give government the authority to limit rights
based on the number of Americans who will directly use them. The vast majority of Americans
will never need a criminal defense attorney; they will never be subjected to a warrantless home
search; they will never have difficulty getting an ID enabling them to vote. 87 But we do not think
that this allows us to strip these rights from those who do need or desire to use them.
So Professor Hasen’s effort, however well-intentioned, appears to be exactly the
issue that the First Amendment decided. Government may not limit speech to promote equality,
even if one thinks it will only harm a few wealthy people. The cure—limiting or silencing some
voices through government action—is worse than the disease. Indeed, that cure may be the disease
the First Amendment was intended to guard against.
Professor Hasen seems stung by the charge that his proposals amount to “censorship,”
devoting a full chapter of Plutocrats United to rebutting that charge.88 But Professor Hasen thinks
he has found the answer to the charge in Bluman v. Federal Election Commission.89 In Bluman, a
three-judge panel of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia upheld the federal ban on
political contributions to candidates, and express advocacy expenditures,90 by non-U.S. citizens or
lawful permanent residents, and the Supreme Court summarily affirmed. Professor Hasen seems

Ben & Jerry's cofounder Ben Cohen talks about his new Bernie Sanders ice cream, Los Angeles Times, Jan. 27,
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to believe that Bluman solves his censorship problem. He argues that even opponents of campaign
finance restrictions support the ruling in Bluman, citing as examples Floyd Abrams, James Bopp,
and (incorrectly) me. 91 If First Amendment advocates do not support Ben Bluman’s right to spend
in American elections, or, he adds for good measure, laws against bribery,92 then all bets are off.
For if Bopp, Abrams, or I do not think there is a constitutional right for aliens to contribute, or, it
appears, for citizens to bribe, then there is no real difference in principle between regulatory
advocates such as himself, and free speech advocates such as Messrs. Bopp, Abrams, and me—
it’s just a question of “where to draw the line.”93
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Well, of course there are lines to be drawn. What Professor Hasen misses is that it matters
where the lines are drawn and why. It is simply insufficient to suggest that the only difference
between a parent who lies about the existence of Santa Clause and a con man who intentionally
defrauds consumers is “where to draw the line” on lying, and then conclude that both are “liars”
and that either standard is equally valid.
When lines are being drawn, it seems hardly necessary to mention that the Constitution
often treats citizens differently from non-citizens.94 The argument for excluding non-citizens has
nothing to do with equality, or even preventing corruption, but with time-honored, and indeed
constitutionalized, conceptions about make-up of the political community.95 The ban on non-U.S.
citizen participation, whether right or wrong, is conceptually distinct from efforts, such as
Professor Hasen’s to ban or limit participation by U.S. citizens, including citizens who organize
themselves in the corporate form.96
Further, there are simply practical considerations that distinguish the two. Limiting the
participation of foreign citizens is a clear line that, once enacted, is not readily subject to political
manipulation. Professor Hasen’s equality justification, however, or the broad anti-corruption
theories of Professors Lessig, Teachout, and Post, are infinitely malleable. There is literally no
general definition of those concepts that would tell us what Congress could or could not prohibit.
Again, this malleability allows the government to manipulate the law to squelch disfavored
opinions and political opposition. Once one recognizes that the First Amendment was intended to
prevent government manipulation of debate, one sees that Professor Hasen’s broad equality
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rationale, and the regulation it could spawn, is exactly the type of danger that the First Amendment
aims to prevent. Constitutional language and purpose merge—as they should. Regardless of
whether or not one favor’s Bluman’s anti-foreigner rationale, it seems less open to manipulation
and so less problematic under the First Amendment.
Efforts to limit citizen speech in the name of equality also betray the Court’s landmark
decision in United States v. Carolene Products Corporation.97 In that decision’s famous footnote
four, the Court made clear that while it would abandon meaningful judicial scrutiny of economic
regulation, “legislation which restricts those political processes which can ordinarily be expected
to bring about the repeal of undesirable legislation” would presumably face a tougher hurdle.98
Now, campaign finance reformers wish to call off the “great compromise,” fearful that certain
actors have become too likely to succeed in bringing about such repeal.99 And, to again compare
with the rule of Bluman, there is little reason to think that Carolene Products was about permitting
alien citizens to participate in that debate.
Nor should history be discounted. Unlimited participation by individual citizens—
including minors—was, until the 1970s, taken for granted.100

U.S. corporations have also

traditionally been valuable participants in political debate,101 with the 1907 ban on corporate
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contributions often honored more in the breach than in the observance.102 Non-citizen participation
in politics, however, has long been disfavored.103 In other words, no one is undermining traditional
understandings of the First Amendment in Bluman; but the arguments that the academy is cranking
out in support of regulation are, quite intentionally, aimed at undermining traditional
understandings of the First Amendment when they offer justifications for broad restraints on
political activity by U.S. citizens.104 If we are talking about threats to the First Amendment, as this
forum presumes, we presumably mean things that change the status quo, which Bluman did not.
The forty-year scholarly effort to undermine protection for citizen speech, including overruling
Buckley v. Valeo and, hence, all of its legitimate progeny, is a threat to our established First
Amendment norms of free speech, free association, and democratic dialogue.
In the end, there is nothing new about Professor Hasen’s egalitarian rationale—it was
argued to the Court in Buckley and rejected, and has been rejected many times since.105 The reason
is fairly obvious: it is because, again, no matter how we try, giving the government the power to
limit the speech of some in order to enhance the voices of others really is “wholly foreign to the
First Amendment,” which really was intended to deny government that power.106 The First
Amendment was intended to deny government that power because we cannot trust the government
not to abuse that power; or to use it as cover for other goals; or simply to adopt, in error, bad
policies that erode our democracy. These include proposals that such advocates may later regret,
such as passing the 1974 FECA Amendments, or limiting newspaper endorsements. And here we
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should note that at some point, the claims of virtually every egalitarian theorist -- from
distinguished judges such as J. Skelly Wright,107 to distinguished academics such as Lessig,108 to
political candidates like Bernie Sanders – eventually devolve to arguing that regulation and limits
are necessary because free speech is dissuading the voters from supporting the policy goals favored
by the advocates of restricting speech.109 That is what the First Amendment prevents.

CONCLUSION
Unfortunately, the forty-year academic assault on free speech has consequences that pose
a threat to speech beyond even campaign finance. Although it is true that the Court does not always
appear to have a unified First Amendment theory—it sometimes cabins off different areas of
speech under somewhat different doctrines110—there is little doubt that doctrine in one area
influences doctrine in another, and, more important for our purposes, that attacks on free speech
in one area likely undermine public support for free speech in other areas. A recent Pew Research
Center survey found that Millenials are generally less supportive of free speech than the Greatest
Generation, Boomers, or Xers.111 Similarly, Gallup found that while current college students
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support free speech in the abstract, in its concrete applications their support is thin. Forty-nine
percent think it is legitimate to prevent reporters from covering campus protests if the organizers
think the reporters will be biased; sixty-nine percent favor restrictions on slurs that are
intentionally offensive to minority groups.112 Yet another national survey found that over half
favored campus speech codes, and over one-third believed that the First Amendment did not
protect “hate speech.”113 Half favored banning political cartoons offensive to some religions.114
These findings should be troubling—at least to the substantial majorities of Seniors, Boomers and
Gen-Xers who have free speech high in their pantheon on values.
It is fair to say that a half-century of clever argumentation as to why we should support
silencing some views has carried over to a more general atmosphere that views we do not like
should be silenced, if not by law then by mob action, either physically or in the virtual world of
social media.115
We all, pretty much, recognize that political speech is at the core of the First Amendment,
and that efforts to limit spending on politics in fact cuts hard at these core First Amendment rights.
Yet these rights have been subject to relentless rhetorical assault in the academy for decades.116
These attacks on the value of political speech, whether framed as an anti-corruption interest or an
egalitarian interest, have a corrosive effect on society’s support for free speech, its willingness to
tolerate dissenting or opposing views, and its openness to new knowledge and new ideas.
Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the
government’s real or alleged purposes are beneficent. For if political speech about candidates and
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government doesn’t deserve maximum protection, what does? As Justice Brandeis noted in
Olmstead v. United States, “the greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men
of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding.”117
This is the big threat of campaign finance regulation, and through it the academy has, and
deserves, much blame for the current threats to free speech.
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